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• Knowledge about sources and sinks of greenhouse gases on the African continent is scarce. 

• A continental greenhouse gas monitoring system can fill this knowledge gap for deriving measures 
to reduce emissions and for fostering Climate-Smart Agriculture. 

• An efficient greenhouse gas monitoring system in Africa must be secured professionally, 
politically, financially and by well-trained specialists. Existing structures need to be included. 

 

 

Background and aims 

The current knowledge about Africa’s sources and sinks of 

greenhouse gases is mainly based on estimations and only to a 

small extent on observations or direct measurements.  

Within the SEACRIFOG project, we developed a roadmap for 

establishing an efficient greenhouse gas monitoring system in 

Africa, which can be used to implement mitigation measures 

and Climate-Smart Agriculture.  

The envisioned observation system follows a holistic approach 

for the atmospheric, terrestrial and oceanic domain. 

Approach 

The project lays the foundation for the design of a 

comprehensive greenhouse gas observation system.  

The design study is based on intensive stakeholder involvement, 

in-depth pre-studies on existing research infrastructures in 

Africa, robust cost analysis and policy work. 

Key findings 

As a main output of the project, the SEACRIFOG inventory tool 

was developed. It serves as an open database to access and find 

data on greenhouse gases and related topics in Africa. Also, 

locations and coverage of existing datasets, measurement 

infrastructures and networks are mapped in the database (see 

picture 1). The inventory tool can be accessed under: 

https://seacrifog.saeon.ac.za  

The envisioned greenhouse gas observation system would not 

only pave the way for producing harmonized measurement 

data in Africa, but also for a high-quality research environment 

with corresponding employment opportunities.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Picture 1: Environmental monitoring stations of selected networks and 

their relative density for (a) ground-based atmospheric and greenhouse 

gas measurements, (b) ground-based meteorological and (c) oceanic 

observation on and around the African continent. 

Source : López-Ballesteros et al. (2018). 
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Further Information 
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1 Thünen-Institut für Agrarklimaschutz 
veronika.jorch@thuenen.de 
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The project results indicate that there is need for more 

education programs in Africa to fill such future positions. Within 

the cost analysis, the estimates show that more than half of the 

overall estimated budget is needed for capacity building and 

education. 

First steps of capacity building were already made during the 

Project. These included the organization of four training 

workshops and supporting one further workshop on topics such 

as oceanic, atmospheric, or terrestrial greenhouse gas 

measurements and data processing. Moreover, the project 

contributed to the development of a master's degree program 

on oceanic sciences on Cape Verde, in cooperation with several 

German institutions and the West African science program 

WASCAL. 

The envisioned observation system is an effective tool for 

evidence-based policies related to greenhouse gases and 

climate. The foundations for political cooperation, acceptance 

and support to build a greenhouse gas observation system were 

laid through workshops and networking with high-ranking 

representatives from research, politics and the private sector. 

The project is a first step to create EU-African cooperation on 

greenhouse gas monitoring and mitigation. Further cooperation 

is intended. 

Advice for policy-makers  

We derive the following recommendations for further action: 

• In-depth networking is key for all existing greenhouse gas 

monitoring systems and stations in Africa. Gaps in the 

spatial coverage of monitoring systems should be filled by 

the establishment of new structures on a mid-term basis. 

 

 

 

• African national and regional representatives must be 

closely involved in the further process. 

• It is important to promote measures for the training and 

further education of scientists and technical personnel in 

Africa for greenhouse gas monitoring and related 

disciplines. 

• Long-term financing sources must be allocated for a 

comprehensive greenhouse gas monitoring system. 

 

Picture 2: Measurement tower for greenhouse gases in Eastern Karoo, 

South Africa 

Source: Thünen-Institute AK/Eva Falge 

https://wascal.org/

